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A child going to school is taught by his mom to pick up a trash learns to do it interdependently. This is the beautiful and inspiring scenario from Safeguard commercial everyone dreams of his or her child will be. What a wonderful country we will have if the next generations of children have the value to care for the environment where they live and to conserve the resources which will give them back what they need.

The youth of today is the future of tomorrow. (https://m.gulfnews.com) What is happening is exactly the opposite of our imaginations. Children irreverently throw garbage anywhere they want just to free them the tiny baggage on their hands. And it really hurts to see that they do inside the school where they are deeply taught of proper waste disposal and care for the nature. How insolent they really are! Students leave wastepaper under their chair. They toss trash along pathways. They hurl them in drainages. The school children do not mind picking them wherever they see garbage scattered as if they are part of the surroundings. Sometimes, they sneak just to do their dirty little things. What is heart-breaking is that they do it in front of the teachers and other school personnel as if everything is just fine.

It is really alarming to witness these vicious practices of students nowadays. This lamentable situation should be suppressed in the earliest time possible. If constant reminders and teaching inside the classrooms are not enough to enlighten them, maybe it is about time that school should involve them more often to seminars and symposiums. Perhaps, it can be a good suggestion that educational tour itineraries are the places which will open up their minds about the long-time problems our country have been facing. Through these, they will be able to realize the effects of what they do because they will
be able witness with their own eyes. Moreover, parental involvement should be strengthen more. They should take part of these activities so that they will be educated. Remember that everything is nothing of sense if teachings will not be applied to homes and parents are the expected role models there.

The golden rule is the rule of thumb. What we do is what we will get in return. The youth should understand what they throw will get back to them one day worse than what they did. More irreverent it will punish them than how insolent they used to.
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